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200,000 sf Class A Distribution Center  
Supplying a full range of Distribution,
Value Added, Transportation and Port Services
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Wando Terminal From The WaTer
Six oF the ten gantry craneS at the Wando terminaL can 
handLe Super poSt panamax veSSeLS.  the remaining Four 
have the capabiLity oF handLing poSt panamax veSSeLS.
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TThe port city of Charleston truly is a great place to live and work. With 300 years of history as a seaport, this city’s position in the global marketplace is well-known and respected. We can all be proud of our historical place and of car-rying that legacy forward. Charleston also offers a terrific qual-
ity of life. The climate is warm and sunny. The local landscape is 
filled with historic homes and landmarks, palmetto trees, sandy 
beaches, fresh air, and blue water.
These two visions of Charleston are not mutually exclusive. 
We believe that cleaner air and a healthy Port of Charleston are 
mutually compatible goals, as evidenced by the Ports Authority’s 
many accomplishments to reduce port-related air emissions over 
the past year.
In March, the Ports Authority announced that by this fall, 
every drop of fuel burned on its facilities 
will be cleaner ultra-low sulfur diesel. 
The Ports Authority and seven tenants 
will be using ultra-low sulfur diesel two 
years before it is required by federal 
regulations.
Every day, more than 5,000 gallons 
of fuel powers cargo lifting equipment, 
trucks, buses and other non-road equip-
ment on the Ports Authority’s terminals. 
With this change to ULSD alone, par-
ticulate matter emissions from affected 
equipment will be reduced by an esti-
mated 10%.
This positive announcement is just the latest in a string of 
voluntary efforts since the Ports Authority signed an agreement 
with the South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental 
Control (DHEC) in March of 2007.
In the 14 months since, the Ports Authority has reduced truck 
idling, lessened construction impacts, decreased truck trips, re-
tired dirty equipment, purchased cleaner engines and is setting 
the stage for even cleaner air in the years to come.
To reduce truck idling, the Ports Authority has maintained 
operational productivity, exceeding by 50% the goal for how 
quickly trucks are processed. More than 150 electric outlets 
were installed for refrigerated containers, reducing the reliance 
on diesel generators to provide on-site power.
To lessen construction impacts, the Ports Authority has in-
cluded air quality guidelines in its bid documents for the new 
Navy Base terminal.
In addition, a shared equipment pool was implemented for 
chassis, eliminating thousands of unnecessary truck trips on local 
roads as equipment is repositioned,. Four new electric container 
cranes were delivered last year, eliminating tons of pollutants and 
ushering in another wave of cleaner equipment for our port. In 
April, the four 1980s-era diesel-powered cranes they replaced 
left Charleston for good.
The Ports Authority has previously replaced other old and 
dirty equipment, including four other container cranes, ten yard 
trucks, three container stacking cranes, two dockside gantry cranes 
and seven container handlers. This represents literally millions 
of dollars in fleet renovations that have reduced emissions.
It bears mentioning that while there has been particular em-
phasis on these types of initiatives since the DHEC agreement 
was signed, the Ports Authority has proactively taken many steps 
in the past to marry business needs and environmental respon-
sibility. Our clients want their ships and cargo to turn quickly. 
We have been known as the Pros of Productivity for a long time 
because we have always understood that meeting and exceeding 
the marketplace demand for efficiency also has positive conse-
quences for efficiency-minded clients.
That’s not to say the pledge to upgrade to ULSD is not without 
commercial impacts.  ULSD can be more expensive than tra-
ditional low sulfur fuel. Also, engine upgrades or replacements 
may be necessary to use the cleaner fuel. 
However, due to increased use and demand for off-road ULSD, 
the fuel is now available in larger quantities in the area.  
Through this emissions-cutting effort, the Ports Authority and 
other maritime companies are pledging their commitment to 
being responsible neighbors while continuing to support eco-
nomic growth. This effort will create more high-paying jobs 
through a new shipping terminal at the former Navy Base, while 
at the same time enhance quality of life by cutting port-related 
air emissions. 
Best Regards…
Bernard S. Groseclose, Jr.
President and CEO
Bernard S. Groseclose, Jr.
a Commitment to responsible Growth
viewpoint
We believe that 
cleaner air and 
a healthy Port 
of Charleston 
are mutually 
compatible goals.
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We’ve received a number of honors from customers on both sides of 
the Atlantic recently. That means the hard work and investments we’re
making to improve our domestic and international port service are
paying off. On behalf of CSX and CSX Intermodal, thank you for the
recognition – and the chance to take our service to even greater heights.
How do we top all the industry awards we’ve been receiving?
By taking our port service to the next level.
www.csx.com
cxm108557_PortAwardAd9.25x10.75Rsg  4/21/08  3:25 PM  Page 1
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from the waterfrontnews 
Buildings ready now
The downturn in the real estate market has not 
slowed the development of warehouse and distribution facilities in 
the Charleston area. As a growing number of shippers look to the 
Southeast for warehousing space, the Charleston area is ready now 
with plenty of warehousing and distribution facilities to help get new 
businesses up and running quickly. Whether a company is seeking 
space in Charleston proper, or desires a location closer toward I-95, 
Class A facilities stand ready to accommodate their needs.
Johnson Development’s Jedburg Commerce Park in Summerville 
has a 342,926-square foot cross-dock facility available, expandable to 
more than 585,000 square feet. The building is located on 30 acres, 
midway between the Port of Charleston and I-95. Features include 
50’X52’ column spacing, 32’6” clear heights, ESFR sprinkler systems, 
water, sewer, gas, electricity, and a fiber telecommunications network. 
The park is 25 miles to I-95 and 22 miles to the Port of Charleston. 
“We were one of the first companies to recognize the tremendous 
value in moving up the I-26 corridor to the Jedburg area,” said Josh 
Jones, Johnson Development’s industrial leasing agent. “We are pleased 
to see more activity out here as other companies reinforce our confi-
dence in the area with their presence here.” 
Childress Klein Properties has space available in two buildings in 
the Charleston Regional Business Center on Clements Ferry Road. All 
facilities offer 52’X55’ bay spacing, tilt concrete panel walls, 30’ clear 
heights, ESFR sprinkler systems, water, sewer, electric, gas, and a fiber 
optic telecommunications network. The park is 3 miles to I-526, 10 
miles to I-26, 4 miles to Wando Welch Terminal, and 9 miles to North 
Charleston terminal. Childress just signed St. George Warehouse, Inc. 
for 97,000 square feet in Building I, but 253,000 square feet still remain. 
Building III, which is 112,000 square feet, is still available.
“So far, the location on Clements Ferry Road has been great, and 
our proximity to the Port of Charleston has been very well received,” 
said Tricia Noble, a partner with Childress Klein. “We are optimistic 
that the market will be there as the economy picks back up, and we 
plan to start two more buildings, of 351,000 and 278,000 square feet, 
as our leasing continues.”
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Bmw to invest 
$750 million in 
expansion
BMW announced that it will 
invest an additional $750 million 
in its Upstate South Carolina fac-
tory, adding 1.5 million square 
feet and 500 new jobs as the fa-
cility produces three models. The 
company expects the expansion 
to increase production capacity 
to 240,000 units by 2012. 
The investment, which is the 
largest ever announced for the 
Spartanburg County factory, 
brings BMW’s total investments 
in South Carolina operations to 
$4.2 billion.  
The three-year project includes 
a new 1.2 million square foot as-
sembly facility north of the exist-
ing factory to accommodate the 
next generation BMW X3 Sports 
Activity Vehicle. In addition, the 
company will renovate the body 
shop and expand the paint shop 
by 300,000 square feet. 
After the expansion, the 
Spartanburg plant will manu-
facture the BMW X3, X5 Sports 
Activity Vehicle, X6 Sports Activity 
Coupe, and all of their variants 
for world markets. A highlight 
will be the production of a diesel 
X5 Sports Activity Vehicle for the 
United States market starting later 
this year.
“Centralizing our know-how 
for BMW X models in Spartanburg 
will enable us to work more ef-
ficiently, thus supporting our 
long-range corporate strategy,” 
said BMW Board Member Frank-
Peter Arndt. 
Josef Kerscher, President of 
BMW Manufacturing, added that 
the boost in the production capac-
ity at BMW Manufacturing will 
positively impact the logistics, sup-
plier, and distribution networks 
that support BMW’s manufactur-
ing processes. He expects exist-
ing supplier companies to ramp 
up operations in order to provide 
automotive parts for the higher 
production levels, doubling parts 
container traffic and significantly 
increasing exports through the 
Port of Charleston.
Today BMW has invested $3.5 
billion in its South Carolina opera-
tions, with more than 5,400 people 
working on the site. Fifty-two sup-
pliers are located in the Palmetto 
State, and 40 of those 52 suppliers 
have chosen to place new North 
American operations in the state 
to partner with BMW.
world trade City 
Vision takes shape
World Trade City LLC, a multi-
national partnership, is bringing 
another large logistics develop-
ment to the Port of Charleston’s 
home market.
A group of experienced trade 
and real estate professionals re-
cently announced the World Trade 
City LLC development slated to 
become the United State’s first 
“international standard modern 
commercial industrial city” in ru-
ral Orangeburg County approxi-
mately 60 miles from the Port of 
Charleston.
The project will initially in-
volve $100 million and 1,200 acres, 
but is planned to eventually en-
compass 4,400 acres, up to $1 bil-
lion in capital investments and 
thousands of jobs. The purpose 
of the development is to provide 
an industrial park near a major 
U.S. seaport that will attract global 
investors.
This is no normal industrial 
park. 
Xia said the project will include 
four distinct zones: Zone 1 will be 
dedicated to a permanent trade 
show and exhibit center near the 
interstate highway; Zone 2 will 
include logistics service centers 
such as cross-dock facilities and 
distribution centers; Zone 3 will be 
dedicated to assembly and manu-
facturing facilities; and Zone 4 will 
be primarily residential.
BmW has experienCed greaT suCCess in manuFaCTuring seleCT models oF iTs roadsTer and sporTs aCTiviTy vehiCles aT The greer, sC 
planT, iTs only norTh ameriCan manuFaCTuring FaCiliTy. earlier This year The german auTomaker announCed plans To CenTralize 
produCTion oF iTs enTire line oF x-series sporTs aCTiviTy vehiCles For gloBal markeTs in greer.
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The residential component 
will be the last to be developed. 
The WTC partners are planning 
to move forward with the manu-
facturing, distribution, and trade 
show components first.
The driving force in mixture 
of uses, Xia said, is the need for 
China and other countries to in-
vest in manufacturing facilities 
inside the U.S.
“The industrial aspect is the 
key,” Xia said. “The trade imbal-
ance that exists today between the 
U.S. and China is unsustainable. 
China recognizes that it cannot 
be simply a seller of products to 
America and instead is looking 
to invest in manufacturing in the 
U.S. There is an opportunity for 
an industrial park to capitalize 
on this reality. There is no such 
park dedicated to this purpose in 
the United States today. This will 
be the first.”
The investment team includes 
players from around the world with 
a total of 70 years experience.
President Summer Xia: 
Chinese-born U.S. citizen who 
is founder and chairman of The 
Segue Group Inc., a California 
business management and interna-
tional investment corporation. Xia 
has 10 years experience working 
in the Chinese government and an 
additional 20 years of experience 
working with the Chinese govern-
ment on business opportunities.
Chief Executive Officer - 
Jimmy Gianoukos: Charleston 
native best-known as the president 
of ATS Logistics and former chair-
man of the South Carolina World 
Trade Center.
Chief Development Officer - 
Dean Allen: Broker-in-charge of 
Realty Management Corp. 
Chief Operations Officer - 
Mark Condon: Charleston na-
tive who is the former executive 
director of the South Carolina 
World Trade Center based in 
Charleston. Condon now serves 
as a board member of the World 
Trade Centers Association.
The announcement of the proj-
ect earlier this year was driven by 
progress in acquiring the real es-
tate for the project.
“We now have the first parcel, 
about 1,200 acres, under contract 
and we are expecting to close over 
the summer,” Gianoukos said. “I 
would still describe things are pre-
liminary. We still have some hur-
dles to cross. But we are very ex-
cited and are aiming for a ground-
breaking in the spring of 2009.”
The World Trade City location 
occupies portions of the north and 
south side of Interstate 26 at exit 
159 near Bowman. The majority 
of the land is on the north side of 
the highway.
Approximately 300 of the ini-
tial 1,200 acres is owned by Jim 
Roquemore, owner of SuperSod 
Inc. Another 600 acres is owned 
by Weathers Farms Inc., a busi-
ness in which S.C. Commissioner 
of Agriculture Hugh Weathers 
is a partner. Additional parcels 
for the full 4,400-acre project are 
also on the north side. The loca-
tion is within the Global Logistics 
Triangle, a zone bordered by I-26, 
I-95 and U.S. Highway 301 that is 
being marketed by Orangeburg 
County officials as an ideal loca-
tion for businesses involved in 
trade and transportation.
The plan is roughly based on 
the Chinese cities of Ningbo and 
Yiwu. Ningbo is a bustling port city 
energized by exports of Chinese 
goods for world wide consumers. 
The city of Yiwu is x miles inland 
and, in the x, was eager to partici-
pate in the global economy that 
was discovering Ningbo. 
Xia said Yiwu is Ningbo as 
Orangeburg and Bowman are 
to Charleston. “This is a proven 
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concept internationally,” Xia said. 
“However, there are differences 
as well. In China working within 
the government has traditionally 
been the way to business experi-
ence. But here in the U.S. the pri-
vate sector drives business. I am 
very pleased to be working with 
such a fine group of private-sector 
professionals.”
“This is  a solid team,” 
Gianoukos said. “We are moving 
forward and we’re doing it the right 
way. We’re in this for the long haul. 
We’re going to be in the Bowman 
area for a long time to come. It’s 
important to us, as the leadership 
team, to the county, and to the resi-
dents of the Bowman community 
to know that.”
tVs america 
makes ladson se 
Distribution Hub
Michigan-based TVS America 
has established a Southeast U.S. 
distribution hub on Palmetto 
Commerce Parkway in Ladson. 
The company, which is a joint ven-
ture between Global Rush and TVS 
Logistics, a member of India’s larg-
est automotive components man-
ufacturing group, has begun fill-
ing its 20,000-square-foot facility 
with imported product from India. 
Dann Engels, director of TVS 
America, said that many of the 
company’s customers already re-
side in the general Charleston 
area. For instance, TVS is in the 
same commerce park as Cummins 
Turbo Technologies, which manu-
factures mid-range and heavy-du-
ty turbochargers, North American 
materials, and prototyping.
“Our customers are in 
Charleston, making the Port of 
Charleston a key driver in our de-
cision to locate in the area,” he 
said. “The Port of Charleston is 
a very convenient place to im-
port products from India into the 
Southeast U.S., as well for export-
ing back to India. It tends to be less 
congested than Northern cities.” 
Engels expects the facility to be full 
by summer, and he already has  been 
seeking more warehousing space 
in the Palmetto Commerce Park. 
Currently, TVS America employs 
two people in Charleston, but the 
team should expand by year’s end. 
“We work hard to create value-
added jobs wherever we go,” Engels 
said. “We foresee our team growing 
rapidly in the Charleston area as we 
hire engineering, purchasing, ware-
housing, and logistics positions.” 
In the last five years, participants in 
the joint venture TVS have created 
more than 2,000 U.S. jobs, partic-
ularly in the Midwest. Although 
TVS is not yet a highly recognized 
brand in the United States, the 
company’s brand recognition in 
India ranks on the level of GE 
or GM in the United States. TVS 
Logistics Services Ltd. is part of 
T.V. Sundram Iyengar & Sons Ltd., 
India’s largest auto components 
manufacturing and distributing 
group. With more than 90 years 
of experience in automotive busi-
ness in India, TVS has established 
a presence in the UK and the rest 
of Europe by providing solutions 
to automotive manufacturers for 
their sourcing and supply chain 
requirements. TVS offers end-
to-end solutions in sourcing, lo-
gistics, quality and IT-related ac-
tivities. Partner Global Rush is a 
Native American-owned holding 
company providing manufactur-
ing, assembly and global logis-
tics services to North American 
customers in the automotive and 
defense industries. Global Rush is 
a part of the Andra Rush Group 
of Companies, which is active in 
sourcing, trucking, vehicle assem-
bly, and distribution.
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Jim miCali, Chairman and presidenT, miChelin norTh ameriCa, served as The keynoTe speaker For 
The 2008 porT produCTiviTy ConFerenCe in CharlesTon. The Cargo Business neWs evenT in early 
april dreW more Than 250 porT indusTry leaders. The porT oF CharlesTon Was The hosT sponsor 
For The Third year.
intraBond plans 
sC manufacturing 
facility
IntraBond, a member of Intraco 
Group, announced plans for a new 
SC manufacturing facility that 
promises job opportunities and 
significant investment in the state. 
The company will manufacture 
construction materials designed 
for commercial and architectural 
building exteriors at its new loca-
tion in the Clarendon Industrial 
Park near Manning. 
The Intraco Group is a global 
business distributing a wide spec-
trum of products in world markets. 
Steve Kalosis, IntraBond CEO, ex-
plained that IntraBond is strategi-
cally positioning a manufacturing 
operation in the U.S. to effectively 
serve these global markets, com-
bining raw materials from domes-
tic and international sources with 
U.S. manufacturing quality.
“South Carolina’s pro-ac-
tive business environment and 
Clarendon County’s close prox-
imity to the Port of Charleston 
will provide us with a very real 
competitive advantage in today’s 
international business economy,” 
Kalosis said. 
Nicola Antakli founded Intraco 
in 1971 as an international trading 
company focused on the distribu-
tion of automotive and building 
construction products throughout 
the Middle East. Since that time, 
the Intraco group of companies 
has become a thriving global trad-
ing, distribution, manufacturing, 
and consulting operation serving 
worldwide markets.
sCspa encourages 
twiC enrollment
The SCSPA has enrolled all 
of its employees in the new fed-
eral Transportation Worker 
Identification Credential (TWIC) 
system, and others in the mari-
time community are expected to 
follow suit.
“The current focus is enroll-
ment,” said Bernard S. Groseclose, 
Jr., SCSPA president & CEO. 
“Anyone who needs unescort-
ed access to secure areas on the 
public port terminals must ap-
ply for and receive a TWIC.” 
While the Transportation Security 
Administration (TSA) has not an-
nounced a firm implementation 
date for TWIC, the targeted date 
is September 2008. The SCSPA is 
encouraging enrollment to avoid 
delays and impacts on the port 
community.
More than 568 SCSPA employ-
ees enrolled in the program by 
February 14, a small percentage 
of the approximately 9,000 people 
who currently are credentialed 
by Port Police for access to the 
terminals. As of February 15, the 
Charleston center had enrolled 
1,392 individuals in TWIC.
A federally mandated program, 
TWIC is the new biometric identi-
fication credential intended to fur-
ther enhance security and access 
control at U.S. ports. All individu-
als who require unescorted access 
to secure areas will be required to 
have a TWIC, which costs $132.50. 
TWIC is the latest of many port 
security initiatives in the Port of 
Charleston, which includes 100% 
scanning of all import containers 
for radiation, the Project Seahawk 
command center, $24 million in 
federal grants for new security 
improvements, Customs-Trade 
Partnership Against Terrorism 
certification, and non-intrusive 
inspection technologies.
TSA opened the fixed TWIC 
enrollment office in Charleston on 
November 28, 2007. It is located 
at 4600 Goer Drive, Suite 112 in 
North Charleston. Hours of opera-
tion are Monday through Friday, 
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. TSA also posts 
important TWIC information on 
its website at: http://www.tsa.gov/
twic. To pre-enroll in TWIC, visit: 
https://twicprogram.tsa.dhs.gov/
TWICWebApp/.
Cwit elects 
new officers
The Charleston Women in 
International Trade (CWIT) 
has elected the following mem-
bers to leadership positions in 
the organization for 2008-2009: 
Lynn Anne Christensen, Merrill 
Lynch, Chairperson; Jacky Sassard, 
SCSPA, Vice-Chair; Vicki Harlan, 
ATS Logistics, Treasurer; Charlotte 
Ross, OOCL (USA), Secretary; 
Margie Hardwick, OOCL (USA), 
Vice-Secretary; and Herb Klein, 
Dixon Hughes Academy, Member-
At-Large.  
CWIT was chartered in 2002 
as a non-profit organization in 
Charleston, with fewer than 10 
members and a mission to advance 
the status of women in interna-
tional trade professions.
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Freight Forwarding
Customs Brokerage
Logistics Management
...Since 1948
Offering
Worldwide
Service
• Air/Ocean
• Import/Export
• Consolidation/Deconsolidation
• Distribution Management
Charleston Office:
1350 Ashley River Road
Charleston, SC 29407
843-769-7030
FAX 769-7042
Also:
Atlanta, GA:  404-768-8003
Charlotte, NC:  704-357-6138
Columbia, SC:  803-822-8344
Greenville, SC:  864-801-9004
Savannah, GA:  912-233-9355
E-mail
info/ifichs@ifichs.com
Also:
Atlanta, GA 404-768-8003
Fax: 404-768-4666
Columbia, SC 803-822-8344
Fax: 803-822-8345
Savannah, GA 912-233-9355
Fax: 912-233-9421
www.ifichs.com
Your supply chain solution
ATS Express Inc.
• Third Party Logistics (3PL)
• Nationwide LTL Coverage
• Nationwide TL Coverage
• Nationwide Container Drayage
• Freight Management
ATS Intermodal LLC
• Local Container Drayage
• Intra-State Container Moves
ATS Warehouse Inc.
• Cross-dock & Transload
• Distribution
• Rail Siding Served by CSX/NS
• Light Assembly
• Real-Time Inventory Tracking
• Same Day Order Processing
• Close Proximity to all Charleston 
 Ports and Interstates
V i s i t  o u r  w e b s i t e :  w w w. a t s i n c . n e t
Celebrating 22 Years
as a locally owned &
operated business
2465 Air Park Road
Charleston, SC 29406
843.308.9600
WAREHOUSE
843.747.3333
TRANSPORTATION
sales@atsinc.net
EMAIL
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sCspa’s rinaldi 
named woman of 
the Year
The Charleston Women in 
International Trade (CWIT) has 
named Lindy Rinaldi, SCSPA 
Chief of Police, as the 2008 re-
cipient of its prestigious Woman 
of the Year Award. A pioneer for 
women in maritime law enforce-
ment and a leading expert in port 
security initiatives, Rinaldi and her 
team of 80 police officers ensure 
a smooth and safe flow of com-
merce through the SCSPA’s facili-
ties in Georgetown and five public 
marine terminals in Charleston, 
which handle more than 1,900 
ships annually.   
The CWIT’s annual Woman of 
the Year Award is given to a wom-
an who has enhanced the status of 
women in international trade and 
business by making a beneficial 
and well-received contribution to 
the trade community. 
Rinaldi has 25 years experi-
ence in law enforcement and has 
served the SCSPA for 20 years. 
Prior to beginning her law enforce-
ment career, she served on active 
duty in the U.S. Coast Guard and 
was assigned to the Charleston 
area. She serves on the AAPA 
Security Committee, Port Security 
Caucus, SeaHawk Area Maritime 
Executive Board, The Lowcountry 
Counterterrorism Council, and 
the South Atlantic Port Security 
Committee.
avalon opens mt. 
pleasant office
Avalon Risk Management 
has added a new regional office 
that will provide local support in 
North Carolina, South Carolina, 
and coastal Georgia. The new 
location at 1156 Bowman Road 
in Mt. Pleasant, SC, will provide 
a strong foundation to further 
Avalon’s growth and product de-
velopment, as well as ample space 
for future expansion.
“We are pleased that Avalon 
will provide this local support to 
our expanding client base in the 
southeast and will add experi-
enced industry talent to the Avalon 
team,” said Kevin Sarsfield, Vice 
President of Avalon’s Southern 
Division. 
New talent includes Steven 
Earnhardt and Janan Earnhardt. 
Steven brings 30 years experience 
in the freight forwarding and bro-
kerage industry, while Janan is 
a Licensed Customs Broker and 
Certified Customs Specialist 
with additional expertise in car-
go insurance. 
Avalon’s Mt. Pleasant office 
can be reached at (843) 375-2003 
or on the Web at www.avalon-
risk.com.
Correction: The pho-
to in the Sonoco profile in the 
March+April 
issue was cap-
tioned incor-
rectly.  Myles 
Cohen is pic-
tured here. 
The gentle-
man pictured 
in the Sonoco 
profile was Tim Hoover.   
60
.
ChieF oF poliCe lindy rinaldi
news
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 Charleston, SC Columbia, SC
 Bishopville, SC Chino, CA 
 Des Moines, IA Omaha, NE
 Tampa, FL Olive Branch, MS
 Houston, TX Salt Lake City, UT
843-554-6622
web site: www.garnetlogistics.com
e-mail: garnet@garnetlogistics.com
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MTC-East
Marine Terminals Corporation East
1071 Morrison Drive, Suite C
Charleston, SC 29403
P.O. Box 2286, Charleston, SC 29413
Tel. (843) 577-6610
Fax. (843) 577-8869
Stevedores
Terminal Operators
Whether you’re selling one pallet...
one truckload...  or just one box...
we can help!
O.A.S. aggressively solving the problems of excess goods
828.684.3410 OFFICE 
828.808.3617 CELL 
828.684.3218 FAX 
Serving the ports of 
Charleston, Savannah
and all of the East Coast
Efficiency. Productivity. Competitive Price.
• Graving docks for ships up to 750 ft. 
• Over 7,000 ft. of pier space
• Excellent machine shop and mechanical capability 
• 15 years experience with UHP water blasting 
• 24/7 work week
• Flexible cross-craft training
Detyens Shipyards, Inc.
Main Yard Cooper River Charleston, SC USA 
1670 Drydock Avenue
North Charleston, SC 29405-2121
tel (843) 308-8000  |  fax (843) 308-8059
www.detyens.com 
Enman and Associates
Sales & Marketing
tel (904) 318-0909  |  fax (904) 519-8580
sales@detyens.com
magazine_ad_7.75wx4.66h  1/4/07  3:11 PM  Page 1
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It’s no secret that industrial real estate  development 
and international logistics have become joined at the hip. In the last 
few years a variety of factors have contributed to the increase in distri-
bution-related development, particularly in the Southeast U.S. Those 
factors include: A growing Southeast consumer market and related new 
store development by retailers; concerns on the part of cargo owners 
that they are too reliant on a decreasingly dependable and increasingly 
expensive West Coast port-oriented distribution network; Available 
land in close proximity to prominent East coast ports; and a desire for 
companies to position themselves for the future of the business, which 
includes the expansion of the Panama Canal. Charleston is rapidly be-
coming a fine example of that trend. 
In light of this reality, I was asked to pen the first in a series of 
guest editorials discussing the real estate end of these developments. 
It seemed that a good place to start is an overview of activity in the 
marketplace.
Charlotte based developer Childress Klein moved into the Charleston 
market in 2007 with the purchase of the remaining land in the Charleston 
Regional Business Center off of Clements Ferry Road. They wasted no 
time and commenced construction on their first of two major cross-
dock facilities immediately. Childress Klein was drawn to the location 
by the close proximity to port facilities and the established and suc-
cessful presence of a Sams Wholesale Club distribution center in the 
same park. 
The first building is 351,000 square feet (SF) with a 173’ truck court 
on each side, 50’ column spacing and 30’ ceiling clearance. This cross-
dock facility can suit the highest volume container shipper. CRBC 1 
has 97,500 square feet leased to an operator with several prospects 
considering the remainder. 
Childress Klein recently completed another facility at CRBC, a 
112,000 square foot front loaded building with a 180 foot truck court, 
40 foot bay spacing, and a 24’ clear height. Charleston Regional Building 
3 can accommodate office, warehouse, manufacturing or a combina-
tion of users and is easily subdivided.
Alongside Building 1 is a cleared site for another 351,000 square 
foot facility. The developers also purchased land in the rear of the park 
which can accommodate a 240,000 square foot facility.
In late 2007, Jones of New York decided to consolidate their distri-
bution network and sublease their facilities on North Rhett Avenue at 
North Pointe Industrial Park.  In the third quarter of 2007, these two 
facilities of 305,000 square feet came available for sublease. They are 
highly functional and share a common truck court. Being just a couple 
of miles from the North Charleston Terminal, this lease opportunity 
has already caught the attention of others in the apparel sector.
This superb North Rhett location has also attracted another major 
national developer, Lauth.  Having recently closed two fully entitled 
land parcels behind the Jones facilities,  Lauth is planning to commence 
construction on North Pointe Building Four, a 390,000 square foot cross 
docked building featuring a 32 foot clear height. It will be available for 
logistics & real estate: match Game
BY HaGooD morrison, CCIM, SIOR
occupancy in the first quarter of 2009. A 400,000 square foot facility, 
North Pointe Building Five is planned on the other parcel. 
Palmetto Commerce Park on Ladson Road will realize contin-
ued building growth as Pattillo Construction Company, First Growth 
Properties, Jamestown Properties and Landmark Development plan 
and execute on their development plans in the area.
The Jedburg area, roughly 25 miles from the Port of Charleston, is in 
the news frequently these days. One developer, Johnson Development 
out of Spartanburg, has been building in this area for years.  Alongside 
the American LaFrance facility is their 343,000 square foot recently com-
pleted building.  It can be expanded to 585,000 square feet or subdivided 
for a smaller user.  This location will become the next center of gravity 
for Charleston area distribution users.  After Johnson leases this facility 
they will start in the next of two additional planned buildings. 
Hillwood Development is clearing the ground to make way for their 
first facility in Charleston Trade Center. Located behind the Piggly 
Wiggly distribution center, this 750- acre master planned business park 
can accommodate 9,000,000 square feet.  Their first building will be 
400,000 square feet expandable to 650,000 square feet and divisible to 
100,000 SF. It should be ready for occupancy in late 2008. A new inter-
state interchange at Sheep Island Road should ease access to the park. 
It is currently receiving positive consideration in the legislature. 
Across the interstate from these parks are the developments be-
ing spearheaded by Rockefeller Group Development Corporation 
and Trammel Crowe Company. The Rockefeller Group Foreign Trade 
Zone is expected to comprise four cross docked facilities ranging from 
453,000 – 861,000. At the former Baucom’s Nursery Site, Trammel 
Crowe is planning approximately 2,200,000 SF with the first building 
of 450,000 square foot expandable to 700,000 square feet ready for oc-
cupancy in 2009. 
In Orangeburg, about 60 miles inland, Miller Valentine Group is 
underway on their construction of 348 Millenium Drive, a 150,000 SF 
facility at the Orangeburg County/City Industrial Park. Jafza International 
is expected to unveil plans for their 1,300 acre park shortly and The 
World Trade City Orangeburg has optioned 1,200 acres for their office, 
exhibition space and distribution park. 
All of this activity in the marketplace points to real opportunity 
for the companies looking to improve their distribution network. 
Competition is a good thing and the private sector real estate market 
is rising to speculatively meet that anticipated demand. It will be inter-
esting to watch these developments play out over the next few years. 
As each closes and constructs buildings, a new challenge arises…that 
of attracting the clients that match their buildings. With the level of 
activity currently in the public eye, it is already clear that retailers, 
manufacturers and others who rely on international supply chains have 
taken notice. The game is on.
Hagood Morrison, CCIM & SIOR serves as principal and director of in-
dustrial brokerage for Colliers Keenan in Charleston, SC. 
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SoPo Southern
Port Services
Cross Docking Warehousing
Trucking Container Staging
Transportation & Logistics
Charleston • Savannah • Atlanta • Charlotte
Southern Port Services, LLC
330 Deming Way • Summerville, SC 29483
866.592.SoPo (7676) • www.southernportservices.com
SoPoAd.indd   1 4/12/2007   5:07:14 PM
Stevedoring
Warehousing
& Transportation
WSI of the
Southeast, LLC
Perry R. Collins
Senior VP – Business Devel.
perry.collins@wsijason.com
843-527-1743
Fax 843-527-1179
Eugene (Gene) Baker
President
gene.baker@wsijason.com
843-554-8640
Fax 843-554-8642
1415 Viaduct Road, Charleston, SC 29405
WSI ad new LH.indd   1 4/25/07   9:27:09 AM
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Supply Chain Solutions:
We offer comprehensive 
logistics solutions:
quality, value-added 
warehousing, packaging
and transportation solutions 
for the Southeast.
Warehousing
Distribution
Technology
Packaging
Transportation
For more information, please contact us:
904 Commerce Circle, Charleston, SC 29410 • sales@premier3pl.com
843.554.7529 • 866.209.8472 • www.premier3pl.com
• Warehousing Services
• Inventory Control
• Food Grade
• Packaging / Repackaging
• Drayage
• Brokerage
• Order Fulﬁllment Services
• On-Port Facility
• RF Scanning
• Labeling
• Distribution
• Rail Served
• Pick and Pack
• Cross Docking
• Transloading
• Trucking
• Transportation Management
Now offering: 
• Military Packaging & Ship
ping
• Custom Bonded 
Facility
• Foreign Trade Zo
ne
www.co l l i e r s keenan . com
Full Service Commercial Real Estate
151 Meeting Street, Suite 350
Charleston, SC 29401
Tel: 843.723.1202
Fax: 843.577.3837 
THE LEADER IN GLOBAL LOGISTICS 
REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE.
RECENT CLIENTS & TRANSACTIONS:
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steve Kemp
Committed to efficiency
BY BetsY Harter
e
Ever since Steve Kemp joined the South Carolina 
State Ports Authority (SCSPA) in 1990, his mission has been to improve 
efficiency at the Port of Charleston. Whether it has been in the form of 
building new facilities, designing and installing new technologies, or 
purchasing better equipment, Kemp’s commitment to improving port 
productivity has been an ongoing theme throughout his career.
On March 1, Kemp assumed the role of General Manager of 
Operations, overseeing the port’s Columbus Street, North Charleston, 
Union Pier, and Wando Welch terminals. Kemp 
succeeds Bobby Dawson, who spent more than 
40 years in the SCSPA operations department.
“Ever since March, I have been trying to get 
my feet in those shoes that Bobby left me, but 
they are really big!” he said.
Kemp, who is a Licensed Professional 
Engineer in the state of South Carolina, holds 
a BS in Engineering from The University of 
South Carolina. 
“Throughout my educational process, I have 
always known that I wanted to focus on marine 
engineering,” Kemp said. “I spent my summer 
and Christmas college breaks working for lo-
cal marine contracting company H. G. Harders 
and Sons.”
Kemp’s very first job was with an Atlanta-
based engineering firm, followed by a stint at 
a small contracting company in Charleston. 
He then landed a position with HNTB (formerly Howard, Needles, 
Tammen & Bergendoff), one of the most prominent engineering, ar-
chitecture and planning firms in the nation. In Charleston, HNTB is 
known for building the Don Holt Bridge, which spans the Cooper River 
between Daniel Island and North Charleston. Kemp was responsible 
for the construction of the bridge’s main span.
“My emphasis at HNTB was with marine construction, so that 
was the tie between that position and coming to work in the SCSPA’s 
engineering department,” Kemp said.
Kemp was hired at the SCSPA in 1990 as an engineering project 
manager. For the next six years, he focused almost entirely on devel-
oping Berth Four at the Wando Welch Terminal for Sea-Land.
“We customized a lot of that facility to meet Sea-Land’s needs,” 
Kemp said. “I have always been impressed with the SCSPA’s commit-
ment to do whatever it takes to please its customers.” 
In June 1996, Kemp moved into the operations department, where 
he managed container processes while overseeing the North Charleston 
Terminal. In this position, Kemp also was the point of contact for the 
waterfront personalitiesprofile
development of the port’s Yard Management System (YMS).
“The Port of Charleston always has been on the cutting edge of 
new technologies that make it more efficient,” he said. “The YMS, 
which we developed in-house, was one of the port’s most significant 
moves toward this goal.”
The YMS required an enormous culture change, both among 
SCSPA employees and throughout the entire waterfront community, 
as the port moved from a paper-driven business to a nearly paperless 
environment.
“We embarked on a lot of new technologies—
for instance, we were on the bleeding edge with 
our wireless network,” Kemp said. “We had to 
train our employees to use a Windows-based 
computer system, which many of them had never 
seen.”
In 2002, Kemp was promoted to General 
Manager of Operating Services, where his respon-
sibilities increased to include capital procurement 
programs. In summer 2007, four new super post 
Panamax dockside cranes and 16 new rubber tire 
gantry cranes arrived at the Port of Charleston 
as a result of Kemp’s due diligence.
Kemp noted that although each of his dif-
ferent positions at the Port of Charleston have 
required different skills, they all have had one 
common thread—increasing efficiency at the 
Port of Charleston. From the time he worked 
at the Wando Terminal making the berth more efficient for a specific 
customer, to his diligent work on the YMS, increasing productivity 
has been at the top of his mind.
“Our duty is to ensure that our terminals work for the benefit of 
the whole supply chain—the steamship lines, U.S. Customs and Border 
Protection, shippers, forwarders, agents, and motor carriers,” he said. 
“Everybody benefits from the port’s improvements. Our job is to make 
our customers happy.”
Since his promotion to General Manager of Operations, Kemp now 
reports to Bill McLean, SCSPA Vice President of Operations. McLean 
has worked with Kemp since 1997.
“Steve brings a broad base of experience and a high degree of 
technical expertise to the table,” McLean said. “In addition to being 
a licensed engineer, Steve has also been a Terminal Manager, been 
heavily involved in ship-to-shore crane procurement, and has been 
the operations focal point on new container terminal technology. 
Steve will be a great resource for both our customers and our opera-
tions employees.”
“
”
our duty is to  ensure 
that our  terminals 
work for the  benefit 
of the whole supply 
chain—the steam-
ship lines, U.s. 
Customs and Border 
protection, shippers, 
forwarders, agents, 
and motor carriers.
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BMW’s recent announcement that it will invest 
$750 million to expand its plant in Greer, SC, is music to the ears of 
many, especially its South Carolina-based suppliers. The German lux-
ury automobile manufacturer boasts a network of 52 South Carolina 
suppliers, 40 of which came to the Palmetto state specifically to work 
with BMW. 
One such company is ZF Lemforder, a nearly century-old German 
company that set up shop in 1995 in Duncan, SC, to supply complete 
axle systems and chassis components to BMW. ZF’s chassis components 
and systems can be found on many of BMW’s Greer-manufactured ve-
hicles, including the X5 sports activity vehicle, as well 
as the Z3 and Z4 roadsters.
Parts for ZF Lemforder’s axles move in containers 
from ports in the United Kingdom and Germany to the 
Wando Welch terminal at the Port of Charleston. From 
there, the parts travel to ZF’s Duncan facility, where it 
assembles them into finished complete axle systems for 
just-in-time, just in sequence delivery to BMW. 
ZF’s Duncan facility, where it currently employs 76 
people, just produced the company’s 10 millionth axle 
chassis system worldwide. Between 2004 and 2006, ZF 
brought in more than 3,000 TEUs in parts through the 
Port of Charleston. Although imports have slowed 
down since 2006, the company expects volumes to 
increase significantly by 2010.
“We expect our volumes through the Port of 
Charleston to ramp up again at that time, all the way 
through 2017,” said Russ Wilson, the head of logistics 
for ZF Lemforder’s North American Chassis Systems 
strategic business unit.
One way ZF is preparing for the influx of new business is by es-
tablishing Foreign Trade Zone (FTZ) status in Zone 38, which serves 
Greenville/Spartanburg/I-85. As an active FTZ, the company can im-
port automotive parts from Europe duty-free if it uses them to assemble 
axles at its Duncan location, then ships them to BMW’s Greer plant, 
another FTZ.
“As we anticipated growing business, it was critical that we actively 
and successfully pursue our FTZ approval activation, together with the 
South Carolina State Ports Authority (SCSPA) and Customs and Border 
Protection (CBP),” Wilson explained. “Achieving FTZ status also has 
improved our relationship with BMW because we are able to pass on 
the cost savings and other FTZ benefits to them.” 
Achieving FTZ status can be both a lengthy and tricky process. 
When ZF Lemforder discussed a desire to apply for FTZ status with 
associates at BMW, the company recommended the services of 2AM 
Group, a company that provides FTZ services to some of BMW’s other 
suppliers. 
“2AM’s knowledge and understanding of FTZs is important to the 
success and development of zone operations,” said Tina Donahue, FTZ 
Coordinator at 2AM Group, LLC. “Our program provides all the re-
quired steps to establish and activate a zone in an economic, organized 
and compliant manner.”
On behalf of ZF Lemforder, 2AM worked directly with CBP in 
Greenville, as well as the SCSPA, which is the Grantee for Zone 38. The 
daily contact ensures that all important actions 
or reports required by CBP and the FTZ board 
are in place.
ZF Lemforder was so happy with the FTZ 
services that 2AM provided that it also hired the 
company to run its daily FTZ operations. Using 
Integration Point software, 2AM admits receipts 
in-zone on behalf of ZF Lemforder. On a daily 
basis, 2AM processes zone-to-zone transfers to 
BMW for ZF Lemforder. 
“We ensure that the documents are matched 
up for each shipment for each day’s receipts,” 
Donahue said. “We inform Customs, make sure 
it is admitted into the zone properly, and verify 
that BMW receives that information electroni-
cally via Integration Point.”
Suzan Carroll-Ramsey, SCSPA Foreign-Trade 
Zones Property Manager, has worked with 2AM 
on other FTZ projects prior to ZF Lemforder’s 
application process. She noted that one big plus 
2AM offers manufacturers is that it uses the same global logistics soft-
ware as BMW. ZF Lemforder and other BMW suppliers can hire 2AM 
to run daily FTZ operations, saving companies time and money.
“Because 2AM has the Integration Point global logistics software, 
they make it a lot more economically feasible for small to medium-size 
companies to take advantage of the FTZ program, when in the past they 
would not have been able to,” Carroll-Ramsey said.
Wilson added that throughout the FTZ application process, he has 
been extremely impressed with South Carolina’s dedicated network of 
professionals who strive to increase trade through the state’s ports.
“We never would have been able to get our FTZ going so quickly with-
out the efforts of people like Donnie Barnes at BMW Plant Spartanburg, 
Vickie Lanford and Barbara Andre at the Greenville Spartanburg CBP, 
and Suzan Carroll-Ramsey at the SCSPA,” he said.
Zf lemforder:
saving Big with ftZ status
BY BetsY Harter
Zf’s Duncan facility, 
where it currently 
employs 76 people, 
just produced 
the company’s 10 
millionth axle chassis 
system worldwide. 
Between 2004 and 
2006, Zf brought in 
more than 3,000 teUs 
in parts through the 
port of Charleston.
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sSince Charleston was founded in the late 1600s,  shipping has played a vital role in its economy. And, for as long as ships have called the Port of Charleston, warehouses have dotted the local landscape. Some of the city’s oldest family-run warehouse and distribu-tion businesses have been fixtures on the waterfront for decades, passed 
down from generation to generation. But today, a growing port requires 
a growing warehousing industry, which has expanded significantly in 
the last few years to include largescale turn-key distribution and lo-
gistics centers. Whatever the shape or size of Charleston’s warehouse 
and distribution companies, one common thread runs among them: 
service is central to each of these enterprises.
warehouse and Distribution association
Recently, the Maritime Association of South Carolina created a 
Warehouse and Distribution Committee, whose mission is to work with 
the intermodal community, governments, and the public to promote a 
positive image and economic growth of South Carolina’s port-related 
business through education and the encouragement of competitive, 
safe and environmentally-sound operations.
“The warehouse and distribution industry is a lynchpin sector of our 
port business community,” said John Hassell, president of the Maritime 
Association. “This committee, which is forming a closer working rela-
tionship among the related companies, will be good for everyone.”
Roughly 40 local companies belong to the association, which is 
presided over by chairman Steve Young, owner of Dockside Logistics, 
the warehouse and 
Distribution association: 
working together to provide seamless logistics services 
BY BetsY Harter
This article is the second in a series highlighting 
organizations that foster international trade 
in South Carolina. Our March/April issue of 
Port Charleston featured the South Carolina 
World Trade Center.
and vice-chair Jimmy Connelly, President of C & C Warehouse & 
Distribution Co., Inc.
“Our association is raising the awareness among our legislators and 
the community about the assets that are available in the Charleston 
market,” Young said. “There is a substantial number of locally owned 
and operated warehouse and distribution companies that have a lot 
to offer.”
The Warehouse and Distribution Association strives to promote 
Charleston’s warehouse capabilities on several levels. Members are 
actively educating state legislators, the South Carolina Department of 
Commerce, and the Charleston Regional Development Alliance about 
Charleston’s warehousing resources. As a result, these leaders will be 
able to show corporations who are interested in South Carolina that 
Charleston has the means to meet their needs.
The Warehouse and Distribution Association also has partnered 
with the SCSPA to create a database of existing warehouse space. This 
tool, which is expanding monthly as more warehouses provide data, 
will aid shippers and importers who are in need of facilities. The list, 
which is accessible on the SCSPA Web site at portcharleston.com under 
the “Local Warehouses” tab, shows each facility’s square footage, clear 
height, bay spacing, number of dock doors, and rail capabilities.
“The Port of Charleston is supported by a healthy and well-equipped 
local warehousing community that can handle any warehousing needs 
and related service requirements,” said Marion Bull, SCSPA marketing 
manager. “Any businesses researching the capabilities of warehousing 
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firms in the Port of Charleston immediate market area can use these 
documents on our Web site as the starting point of their data search.”
welcoming the major Distribution Centers
Recently, Fred Stribling, SCSPA Vice President of Marketing and 
Sales, addressed the Warehouse and Distribution Association. He pre-
sented the SCSPA’s plan to bring major distribution centers to the area, 
noting that the trend among steamship lines is to set up their vessel 
deployments based on import volumes. As a result, ports around the 
country have been trying to attract large distribution centers in the 
hopes that the high-volume shippers will follow. Inevitably, the steam-
ship lines will follow that volume, he said. 
“South Carolina has been seeking to grow and develop in this di-
rection, and the state is developing a corridor of cargo from the ports, 
up I-26 through Jedburg and Orangeburg, and on into Greenville/
Spartanburg,” Stribling said. 
So far, the state has publicly announced more than 15 private sector 
investments in new distribution centers and industrial/logistics parks, 
and more are on the way. Just recently, Trammell Crow announced its 
plans for Omni Commerce Park, a three-phase project that includes 
seven buildings with potentially 3.2 million square feet (see related 
Distribution Profile). Earlier this year, Hillwood Investment Properties 
announced that it intends to develop Charleston Trade Center, a 750-acre 
industrial project to include 9 million square feet of logistics and light 
manufacturing space in Berkeley County. Along the same lines, Jafza 
International announced that it has acquired 1,300 acres of land in 
Orangeburg County for a logistics and business park.
Although many largescale projects are in the works, Stribling stressed 
that Charleston’s entrenched warehouse companies are the lifeblood of 
its shipping community. 
“Our sales team constantly is promoting the existing warehouse op-
portunities to shippers and importers that are searching for warehouse 
space,” Stribling said. 
In some cities, established businesses would shudder at the thought 
of large companies entering the market and competing for business. 
But not in Charleston. 
“We are huge supporters of the distribution center concept,” Young 
said. “We support it and we want to move forward with it.”
Darryl Ray Griffin, Manager at Neal Brothers, added that he and 
other local companies are welcoming these large distribution centers 
with open arms.
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MER is your “one stop shop” for virtually 
 any environmental contracting need. 
24 hours a day since 1986 • (877) 477-4557 
www.moranenvironmental.com  
Our objective is simple.  We want to earn your business.  
?? Industrial and Marine Cleaning 
?? Site Remediation 
?? Decontamination & Abatement 
?? Emergency Spill Response 
“Major distribution centers will attract more shippers to Charleston, 
which will direct the steamship lines to call the port. The volume on 
those ships will be enough for all of us,” he said. “It is one big family 
here, and we look forward to welcoming these distribution centers 
into our family.”
working together to foster Growth
What sets Charleston’s warehouse community apart is the individ-
ual businesses’ willingness to work together to prove that Charleston 
is tops in customer service. 
Connelly said the element of friendly competition among the local 
distribution companies benefits shippers. For instance, if a company is 
unable to handle hazardous material because it already handles food-
grade products, it will enlist the help of a local colleague.
“I know all of my friendly competitors, and if I can’t personally 
help someone, I will try to refer them to someone who can,” Connelly 
said. “I want to give that business to my friends, and I want it to stay 
in Charleston.”
Young added that Dockside Logistics currently is doing business 
with two of its local competitors because its customers have requested 
services that the company does not presently offer. 
“Because we are all friendly competitors in this area, I feel comfort-
able outsourcing services without the fear that my local competitors 
will solicit my customers,” Young said. “This mutual respect among the 
operators allows us to work together to offer a seamless and transpar-
ent logistics solution to our customers.”
Jerry Ward, president of Blackhawk Logistics, agreed, noting that 
local companies offer top-notch facilities and are ready and willing to 
work with shippers to accommodate their needs. Potential customers 
just need to visit Charleston to see for themselves what the area has 
to offer.
“There are a bunch of facilities available now that meet shippers’ 
needs if they keep an open mind about the possibilities,” Ward said. “Just 
because a 500,000-square foot warehouse isn’t empty right now doesn’t 
mean that it can’t be if the opportunity is right. The point is that we’re 
willing to figure out how to make it work for our customers.”
Hal Burton, president & CEO of Premier Logistics Solutions, said 
that Charleston’s local warehousing companies have a lot to offer, in-
cluding Customs-bonded facilities with rail service and FTZ status. 
However, it is their superior service and responsiveness that sets local 
warehouses apart from those in other ports.
“Our success is directly tied to the quality and value we provide,” 
he said. “The varied capabilities of the local warehouse logistics op-
erators enable us to meet just about any requirement of a prospective 
importer or exporter.”
Although every port undoubtedly offers a large network of ware-
house and distribution companies, shippers will be hard pressed to find 
a group as intent on serving customers as the members of the Warehouse 
and Distribution Committee. From Neal Brothers, who “provides ev-
ery logistics service available and will even wash your car if you need 
it,” to Blackhawk Logistics, who “will never say no to an opportunity,” 
service is central to Charleston’s warehousing leaders.
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Charleston’s Only Complete Export
Packaging Services Since 1981
• Export, Domestic and Military Packaging
• Containerization • Consolidation
Plant Dismantling • Warehousing
• Container Freight Station (CFS)
Ten Strategic Locations to Serve You:
� Norfolk, VA (757) 625-7520
� Miami/Fort Lauderdale, FL (954) 523-1901
� Savannah, GA (912) 965-1944
� Houston, TX (713) 921-7755
� Long Beach, CA (310) 604-1440
� Charleston, SC (843) 853-3317
� North Hollywood, CA (818) 623-2626
� Phoenix, AZ (602) 393-0415
� New Orleans, LA (504) 288-9390
� Austin, TX (512) 821-2297
1505 King St. Ext.
Charleston, SC 29405
NOW
Ope
ratio
nal i
n
Aus
tin, 
TX
Integrated Solutions Driving Value & Efficiency 
Warehouse Distribution Import / Export 
Packaging Consolidation Sub Assembly 
1000 Charleston Regional Parkway 
Charleston, SC 29492 
(843) 352-0011 
www.kontanelogistics.com 
Huntersville, NC 
Statesville, NC 
(704) 405-4530 
An operating division of: 
Kontane Inc. 
“The Southeast’s Premier Packaging Designer & Supplier” 
Hickory, North Carolina 
(828) 397-5501 
www.kontane.com 
Line Sequencing Information Systems 
G.S. CARTER LUMBER CO.
Lumber • Plywood • Timbers • Dunnage
Heat Treated Lumber A Specialty
843-577-6641
FAX 843-723-7612
2143 Heriot Street, Charleston, SC
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loCation: Hampton Park, Charleston
imaGe Data:  250th-second exposure @ f/4.5 Nikon D300 digital 
camera with 24 mm lens.   pHotoGrapHer: Marvin Preston
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carrier services port of charleston, usa
 Carrier Name Carrier  ServiCe Name FrequeNC y TermiNal
Direct Services by Trade Region by Carrier
This listing indicates direct service calls in and out of Charleston. Many of these 
carriers also offer transshipment options that will move your cargo anywhere in 
the world.  Please contact your ocean carrier about transshipment options.
Africa (Non Med) (4 carrier services in 2 deployments)
 Maersk Line  AMEX  Weekly  WW
 Mitsui O.S.K.  —  Fortnightly  UP
 MSC  AMEX  Weekly  WW
 Safmarine  AMEX  Weekly  WW
Asia - India Ocean (16 carrier services in 5 deployments)
 ANL Container Line ISC-3  Weekly  NC
 APL  IAX  Weekly  NC
 APL  SZX  Weekly  WW
 ARC  Mid East  Fortnightly  UP
 CMA CGM  INDAMEX  Weekly  NC
 CMA CGM  SZX  Weekly  WW
 Evergreen Line  SZX  Weekly  WW
 Hapag-Lloyd  INDAMEX  Weekly  NC
 Hyundai  SZX  Weekly  WW
 MacAndrews  INDAMEX  Weekly  NC
 Maersk Line  MECL1/SZX 1  Weekly  WW
 MOL  IAX  Weekly  NC
 MOL  SZX  Weekly  WW
 MSC  — Weekly  WW
 Safmarine  USEC EXP  Weekly  WW
 Wallenius Wilhelmsen  NM  Fortnightly  UP
Asia - Pacific (18 carrier services 6 deployments)
 APL  APX  Weekly  WW
 APL  SZX  Weekly  WW
 CMA CGM  SZX  Weekly  WW
 COSCO  AWE 2  Weekly  CS
 Evergreen Line  APX  Weekly  WW
 Evergreen Line  NUE  8 days  NC
 Evergreen Line  SZX  Weekly  WW
 Hanjin  AWC  Weekly  CS
 Hyundai  APX  Weekly  WW
 Hyundai  SZX  Weekly  WW
 K Line  NATCO-1  Weekly  CS
 Maersk Line —  8 days  NC
 Maersk Line  TP7  Weekly  WW
 MOL  CNY/APX  Weekly  WW
 MOL  SZX  Weekly  WW
 MSC —  Weekly  WW
 Safmarine  TP7  Weekly  WW
 Yang Ming  AW 2  Weekly  CS
Australia-New Zealand (1 carrier service in 1 deployment)
 MSC  —  Weekly  WW
Caribbean (21carrier services in 9 deployments)
 Alianca  ABUS  Weekly  WW
 APL  APX  Weekly  WW
 CCNI  Americas  Weekly  WW
 CSAV  —  Weekly  WW
 CSAV  Americas  Weekly  WW
 Evergreen Line  CNY  Weekly  WW
 Evergreen Line  NUE  8 days  NC
 Evergreen Line  SNT  Weekly  WW
 Hamburg Sud  ABUS  Weekly  WW
 Hamburg Sud  AGAS  Weekly  WW
 Hyundai  APX  Weekly  WW
 Libra —  Weekly  WW
 Maersk Line  AMEX  Weekly  WW
 Maersk Line  SAE  Weekly  WW
 Maersk Line  TP7  Weekly  WW
 MOL  CNY/APX  Weekly  WW
 MSC  AMEX  Weekly  WW
 MSC  S Atlantic  Weekly  WW
 MSC  String 1 8 days  WW
 Safmarine  AMEX  Weekly  WW
 Safmarine  TP7  Weekly  WW
Europe - Atlantic (44 carrier services in 15 deployments)
 ACL  J  Weekly  NC
 ACL  N  Weekly  ND
 ANL Container Line  EUS-1  Weekly  NC
 APL  APX  Weekly  WW
 APL  ATN  Weekly  WW
 APL  ATS  Weekly  WW
 ARC  Atlantic  Weekly  UP
 Atlanticargo  —  9 days  CS
 BBC Chartering & Logistics  Andino Eur  Monthly  CS
 China Shipping Container Lines  EAG  Weekly  NC
 CMA CGM  Liberty Br  Weekly  WW
 CMA CGM Victory Br  Weekly  NC
 COSCO  TAS 1  Weekly  CS
 CSCL  EAG  Weekly  NC
 Evergreen Line  EUG  Weekly  NC
 Evergreen Line  NUE  Weekly  NC
 Hanjin  NTA  Weekly  CS
 Hapag-Lloyd  ATX  Weekly  NC
 Hapag-Lloyd  GAX  Weekly  NC
 Hapag-Lloyd  GMX  Weekly  NC
 Hyundai  APX  Weekly  WW
 Hyundai  ATN  Weekly  WW
 Hyundai  ATS  Weekly  WW
 K Line  NA Shuttle  Weekly  UP
 K Line  TASCO 1  Weekly  CS
 Maersk Line  TA1  Weekly  WW
 Maersk Line  TA2  Weekly  WW
 Maersk Line  TA3  Weekly  WW
 Mitsui O.S.K.  —  Fortnightly  UP
 MOL  ATN  Weekly  WW
 MOL  ATS  Weekly  WW
 MOL  CNY/APX  Weekly  WW
 MSC  S Atlantic  Weekly  WW
 NYK  ATX  Weekly  NC
 NYK  GAX  Weekly  NC
 OOCL  ATX  Weekly  NC
 OOCL  GAX  Weekly  NC
 OOCL  GMX  Weekly  NC
 Star Shipping  —  9 days  CS
 Wallenius Wilhelmsen  EA,NA  Fortnightly  UP
 Wallenius Wilhelmsen  EB,NB  Weekly  UP
 Yang Ming  TA1  Weekly  CS
 Zim  ATX  Weekly  NC
 Zim  AUE  Weekly  CS
Mediterranean (18 carrier services in 5 deployments)
 ANL Container Line  ISC-3  Weekly  NC
 APL  IAX  Weekly  NC
 APL  MGS  Weekly  WW
 ARC  Mid East  Fortnightly  UP
 CMA CGM  INDAMEX  Weekly  NC
 COSCO  TAS 6  Weekly  WW
 Hapag-Lloyd  INDAMEX  Weekly  NC
 Hapag-Lloyd  MNX  Weekly  WW
 K Line  TASCO 6  Weekly  WW
 MacAndrews  INDAMEX  Weekly  NC
 Maersk Line  MECL1/SZX 1  Weekly  WW
 Maersk Line  West Med  Weekly  WW
 MOL  IAX  Weekly  NC
 MSC —  Weekly  WW
 Safmarine  USEC EXP  Weekly  WW
 Safmarine  US-Gulf  Weekly  WW
 Wallenius Wilhelmsen  NM, MN  Fortnightly  UP
 Yang Ming  TA6  Weekly  WW
South America - Atlantic (13 carrier services in 4 deployments)
 Alianca  ABUS  Weekly  WW
 Alianca  NA-ECSA2  Weekly  WW
 CMA CGM  ABEX  Weekly  WW
 CSAV —  Weekly  WW
 CSAV  USATLAN  Weekly  WW
 Evergreen Line  SNT  Weekly  WW
 Hamburg Sud  ABUS  Weekly  WW
 Hamburg Sud  NA-ECSA2  Weekly  WW
 Libra —  Weekly  WW
 Libra  USATLAN  Weekly  WW
 Maersk Line  NASA  Weekly  WW
 Mitsui O.S.K. — Fortnightly  UP
 MSC —  Weekly  WW 
South America - Pacific (5 carrier services in 3deployments)
 BBC Chartering & Loistics  Andino Eur  Montly  WW
 CCNI  Americas  Weekly  WW
 CSAV  Americas  Weekly  WW
 Hamburg Sud  AGAS  Weekly  WW
 MSC  String 1  8 days  WW
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CARRIER CUSTOMER SERVICE WEB ADDRESS
ACL (800) 225-1235 www.aclcargo.com
Alianca (973) 775-5600 www.alianca.com.br
ANL Container Line (843) 720-1580 www.anl.com.au
APL (800) 999-7733 www.apl.com
ARC (201) 571-0444 www.arrcnet.com
Atlanticargo (800) 251-3960 www.atlanticargo.com
BBC Chartering USA (713) 668-4020 www.BBC-online.de
CCNI (800) 223-2264 www.ccni.cl
China Shipping (843) 881-4754 www.chinashippingna.com
CMA CGM (843) 740-0700 www.cma-cgm.com
COSCO (800) 242-7354 www.cosco-usa.com
CSAV (732) 635-2600 www.csav.com
Emirates Shipping Line (732) 882-1600 www.emiratesline.com
Evergreen Shipping Agency (843) 856-7600 www.evergreen-shipping.us
Hamburg Sud  (888) 228-3270 www.hamburg-sued.com
Hanjin (912) 966-1220 www.hanjin.com
Hapag-Lloyd (843) 556-4052 www.hlcl.com
Hyundai (877) 749-8632 www.hmm21.com
K Line (800) 609-3221 www.k-line.com
Libra (877) 959-4910 www.libra.com.br
MacAndrews (843) 856-1000 www.macandrews.net
Maersk Line (800) 321-8807 www.maerskline.com
MOL (866) 437-2576 www.molpower.com
MSC (843) 971-4100 www.mscgva.ch
NYK (888)-695-7447 www.nyk.com
OOCL (888) 388-6625 www.oocl.com
Safmarine (866) 866-4723 www.safmarine.com
Shpg Corp. of India (843) 856-1000 www.shipindia.com
Star Shipping (843) 856-1000 www.starshipping.com
Wallenius Wilhelmsen (201) 505-4000 www.2wglobal.com
Yang Ming (912) 238-0329 www.yml.com.tw
Zim (866) 744-7046 www.zim.co.il
Direct Services by Terminal by Deployment Grouping
This listing indicated direct service calls in/out of Charleston. Many of these carriers also offer transshipment options that will move your 
cargo anywhere in the world. Please contact to your ocean carrier about transshipment options. Contact information is provided below.
carrier service information optained from compair Data inc.
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pics waterfront snapshots
SCSPA President and CEO 
Bernard S. Groseclose 
Jr. presents a plaque to 
Winfred “Bobby” O. Dawson 
upon his retirement as the 
SCSPA General Manager of 
Operations.  Bobby worked 
for the SCSPA for over four 
decades and will be missed 
by his friends and colleagues 
at the Port.
The Propeller Club of 
Charleston recently named 
its Person of the Year and 
Member of the Year. Pictured 
left to right: Person of the 
Year Captain Whitemarsh 
“Whit” S. Smith III of the 
Charleston Branch Pilots 
Association; Gitta Wombwell, 
Propeller Club Secretary 
and 1st Vice President; 
Byron Miller, Propeller Club 
President; Member of the 
Year David Maybank III of 
Maybank Properties.
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Do you see it? It’s right there – the solution to your distribution needs. The nation’s leading developers are installing more 
than 20 million square feet of class A industrial spec buildings near the Port of Charleston. Which means there’s no better 
time to get in. Put our industry-leading productivity to work for your supply chain. If you don’t, your competitors will.
Visit the Port of Charleston online today, and let’s get to work. DCREADY.COM
THE NEXT BIG DEAL IN DISTRIBUTION 
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